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Despite widespread use of antidepressants, the factors underlying the behavioral response to antidepressants are unknown. It has been

shown that antidepressant treatment promotes the proliferation and survival of neurons in the adult hippocampus via enhanced

serotonergic signaling, but it is unclear whether hippocampal neurogenesis is responsible for the behavioral response to antidepressants.

Furthermore, a large subpopulation of patients fails to respond to antidepressant treatment due to presumed underlying genetic factors.

In the present study, we have used the phenotypic and genotypic variability of inbred mouse strains to show that there is a genetic

component to both the behavioral and neuronal effects of chronic fluoxetine treatment, and that this antidepressant induces an increase

in hippocampal cell proliferation only in the strains that also show a positive behavioral response to treatment. Furthermore, the

behavioral and neuronal responses are associated with an upregulation of genes known to promote neuronal proliferation and survival.

These results suggest that inherent genetic predisposition to increased serotonin-induced neurogenesis may be a determinant of

antidepressant efficacy.
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INTRODUCTION

Major depressive disorder (MDD) affects up to 5% of the
general population, with a further 15% suffering less severe
forms of the disorder (Kessler et al, 2003). While 80% of
patients will experience partial relief of depressive symp-
toms, complete remission occurs in only 50–60% of all cases
despite treatment with multiple antidepressants (Nestler
et al, 2002; Rush et al, 2006). Even in patients who respond
to drug therapy, chronic treatmentFon the order of weeks
or monthsFis required before antidepressants provide
clinical benefit. The result is that many MDD patients suffer
for months or years before finding effective treatment. It is
likely that individual genetic differences regulate the
response to antidepressants, but few polymorphisms have
been identified (Binder and Holsboer, 2006; McMahon
et al, 2006).
One barrier to developing more effective treatments for

depression is that the mechanism by which antidepres-
sants act is poorly understood: although antidepressants
produce elevation of synaptic serotonin levels within
minutes of administration (Ross and Renyi, 1975; Bel
and Artigas, 1992; Malagie et al, 1995), measurable clinical
response may not occur for weeks (Katz et al, 2004). It

has, therefore, been hypothesized that increased mono-
aminergic transmission is a precursor to molecular and
neural changes that underlie the remission of depression.
These changes are likely to include chronic alterations in
gene expression and neuronal plasticity that change the
activity of the neural circuitry that regulates mood (Nestler
et al, 2002). One of the most intriguing hypotheses
associates antidepressant treatment with elevated neuronal
proliferation and survival rates (Duman et al, 1997; Altar,
1999; Duman et al, 2001).
Neurogenesis is primarily defined as the production of

new nervous tissue, and is characterized by labeling cells
undergoing S phase with the nucleotide precursors bromo-
deoxyuridine (BrdU) or [3H]thymidine (Duman et al, 2001).
However, the definition of neurogenesis may be generalized
to encompass subsequent related processes, such as
neuronal differentiation, survival, and incorporation into
functional networks. In the adult mammalian brain,
neurogenesis is largely restricted to the olfactory bulbs
and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampus, a
region lined with serotonergic fibers (Kaplan and Hinds,
1977). Approximately 250 000 new neurons are born
monthly in the SGZ of the adult rat, 50–70% of which
differentiate into neurons that migrate into the granule cell
layer (Hastings and Gould, 1999; Cameron and McKay,
2001). Antidepressants have been shown to increase both
proliferation and survival of hippocampal neurons under
basal conditions: in the hippocampus of unstressed mice,
chronic antidepressant treatment results in a 60% increaseReceived 5 January 2007; revised 21 May 2007; accepted 29 May 2007
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in BrdU labeling (Santarelli et al, 2003). Antidepressants can
also ameliorate the negative impact of stressors or
glucocorticoids on neuronal proliferation: in rats, adminis-
tration of fluoxetine for 1 week following an acute stressor
prevents the stress-induced reduction in neuronal prolif-
eration (Malberg and Duman, 2003), and in tree shrews,
antidepressant administration prevents the effects of
chronic stress on neuronal atrophy (Czeh et al, 2001). The
time course of antidepressant-induced changes in neuro-
genesis closely mimics the time required for mood-elevating
effects in humans: 1–5 days of selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI) treatment has no effect on BrdU labeling,
7–14 days of treatment increases the rate of neuronal
proliferation, but a minimum of 3–4 weeks of treatment is
required to produce an increase in survival (Malberg et al,
2000; De Foubert et al, 2004). It has recently been shown
that antidepressant-induced neurogenesis may be necessary
for the behavioral response to antidepressants: mice that
received chronic fluoxetine treatment in combination with
irradiation of the hippocampus to prevent neurogenesis
failed to show a response to treatment in two separate
behavioral tasks (Santarelli et al, 2003). To date, no human
studies have conclusively associated a change in neurogen-
esis with depression or the response to antidepressants.
However, a number of imaging studies have shown that
depressed patients have reduced hippocampal volume
compared to normal subjects (Sheline et al, 1996; Videbech
and Avnkilde, 2004), while depressed patients treated
successfully with antidepressants have a normal hippocam-
pal volume (Sheline et al, 2003).
The effect of antidepressants on neurogenesis is primarily

mediated by serotonergic regulation of intracellular signal-
ing mechanisms that upregulate transcription and growth
factors involved in neuronal proliferation (Duman et al,
2001). In general, conditions that are associated with
reduced serotonergic transmission, such as aging, malnu-
trition, or chronically elevated corticosterone reduce SGZ
proliferation, while stimuli that increase neurogenesis,
such as electroconvulsive therapy and adrenalectomy
also increase serotonin levels (Gould, 1999). Under basal
conditions, serotonin appears to play a vital role in
neurogenesis: injection of either a serotonin neuron-specific
neurotoxin or an inhibitor of serotonin synthesis into the
raphe nucleus results in a drastic decrease in BrdU labeling
(Brezun and Daszuta, 1999; Banasr et al, 2004). Serotonergic
signaling activates cAMP/cAMP response element-binding
protein (CREB), which upregulates expression of Bdnf, a
potent inducer of neurogenesis (Nibuya et al, 1996). These
results suggest that the ultimate effect of the antidepressant-
induced increase in serotonin is to increase neurotrophins,
which may be the primary mediators of the mood-elevating
effects of antidepressants.
In the present study, we exploited the genotypic and

phenotypic differences among inbred strains of mice to
gather evidence supporting the association between the
stimulation of hippocampal cell proliferation, as measured
by BrdU labeling, and antidepressant efficacy, which was
measured using the tail suspension test (TST). We also
compared transcriptome-wide hippocampal gene expres-
sion differences between control mice and mice treated
chronically with antidepressants to identify the genes
regulated by antidepressant treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Behavioral Testing

Male 129S1/SvImJ, A/J, DBA/2J, and SWR/J mice, age
3–5 weeks, were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME) and maintained on a 12 : 12 light/dark
cycle with lights on at 0700 h. Following at least 1 week
of acclimation, mice were provided with either untreated
or fluoxetine-treated drinking water available ad libitum.
Fluoxetine-HCl was obtained from Spectrum Chemicals
(Gardena, CA). Differences in daily water consumption were
previously determined for each strain by measuring water
intake for 3 weeks from at least 12 mice per strain (129S1/
SvImJ and A/J mice¼ 5.2ml (70.36 and 0.22ml, respec-
tively) per day, SWR/J¼ 5.9ml (70.29ml) per day, and
DBA/2J¼ 6.4ml (70.58ml) per day). We also determined
the average weight at 10 weeks of age (129S1/SvImJ¼
23.972.8 g, A/J¼ 24.872.3 g, DBA/2J¼ 25.571.4 g, SWR/
J¼ 20.871.3 g), and used this information to dilute
fluoxetine in the water to provide a daily dosage of 0, 5,
10, 14, or 18mg/kg/mouse, depending on the experimental
context. To determine whether the addition of fluoxetine to
the water-affected drinking behavior, and, therefore,
fluoxetine intake, water intake for fluoxetine-treated mice
was monitored. No difference in water intake between the
control and drug-treated mice was observed.
Mice were 8–12 weeks of age at the time of behavioral

testing, which was performed during the light phase of
the light/dark cycle between 1300 and 1600 h. Behavioral
despair was measured using a mouse tail suspension
apparatus from Med Associates (Georgia, VT). Scotch tape
was used to suspend mice by the tail inside the cubicle, and
activity, as measured by load, was recorded for 7min in 60-s
blocks, with threshold¼ 3, gain¼ 8, and resolution¼
200ms. As all strains were uniformly active for the first
minute, only minutes 2–7 were used for determining the
percent of time spent immobile, which was calculated by
dividing the number of seconds of immobility from blocks 2
to 7 by 360. All results are expressed in terms of the percent
of time spent immobile. Approximately 20% of DBA/2J
mice climbed their tails during behavioral testing; these
mice were excluded from data analysis. All animal testing
was conducted under TSRI-Scripps Florida IACUC-
approved protocols.

Dose–Response

To determine the most efficacious dose of fluoxetine, DBA/
2J mice were administered fluoxetine-treated drinking water
at a daily dose of 0, 5, 10, 14, or 18mg/kg/mouse for 1, 6, or
21 days before behavioral testing. A total of 24 mice per
dose were used for the 6- and 21-day time points, and 12
mice per dose were used for the 1-day time point.
Fluoxetine treatment was timed so that all mice were tested
over a 3-day period, with all doses and treatment durations
represented equally on each day of testing. Immediately
following the TST, mice were euthanized by rapid
decapitation and trunk blood was collected for serum
fluoxetine and norfluoxetine measurements. Blood was
allowed to clot on ice, centrifuged, and serum was retrieved
and stored at �201C until analysis by liquid chromato-
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graphy-mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
Hippocampal tissue was also collected from twelve 21-day,
18mg/kg and twelve 21-day, 0mg/kg mice for microarray
analysis. Immediately following decapitation, brains were
placed in a corornal brain block (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale,
IL), and a 2mm section extending from approximately
Bregma �1.7 to Bregma �3.7 was removed. The hippo-
campus was dissected away from the cortex and midbrain,
placed in 500 ml TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and
stored at �801C until RNA extraction.

Cell Proliferation

Ten to twelve 129S1/SvImJ, A/J, DBA/2J, and SWR/J mice
were administered fluoxetine-treated water at a dose of 0 or
18mg/kg/mouse for 21 days. On the 20th day of treatment,
mice received a single intraperitoneal injection of 200mg/kg
BrdU (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO). Twenty-four hours
after the BrdU injection, behavior was assessed in the TST.
Immediately following the TST, mice were anesthetized
with ketamine/xylazine, approximately 100 ml of blood was
collected from the submandibular vein, and mice were
transcardially perfused with 1% paraformaldehyde for 1min
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde for 7min. Brains were
removed, postfixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde at
41C, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose/phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS, pH 7.2) for 24–48 h, and stored at �801C until
sectioning.
To determine the fate of BrdU-labeled cells, 10 DBA/2J

mice were treated with fluoxetine as described above. On
the 21st day of fluoxetine treatment, the mice received two
injections of BrdU (200mg/kg i.p.) over the course of 6 h.
Seventy-two hours after the second BrdU injection, the mice
were euthanized by perfusion.
A freezing microtome was used to take 40 mm sections

through the hippocampus from Bregma �0.94 to Bregma
�4.04mm. The sections were subjected to epitope retrieval
(50% formamide/2� SSC at 651C for 2 h), washed in 2�
SSC at 371C, and treated with 2N HCl at 371C for 30min,
followed by a 10-min wash in 0.1M borate buffer at room
temperature. Sections were pretreated with 5% normal
rabbit serum, 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 0.1%
Triton for 1 h. Sections from mice receiving a single BrdU
injection were then incubated in rat monoclonal anti-BrdU
(1 : 200, Oxford Biotechnology, Oxfordshire, UK) while mice
receiving the dual BrdU injections were incubated in anti-
BrdU and biotinylated mouse monoclonal anti-NeuN
(Chemicon, Temencula, CA), 3% normal rabbit serum,
and 0.1% Tween-20 overnight at 41C. BrdU staining was
visualized using rabbit anti-rat fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) (1 : 200, Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) and NeuN
staining was visualized using avidin Texas Red (1 : 400,
Vector Labs). For the mice euthanized 24 h after BrdU
injection, the number of BrdU-positive cells in the dentate
gyrus (DG) was determined for each mouse by counting
BrdU-positive cells along the SGZ from every sixth brain
section and dividing the total number of cells counted by
the number of sections counted. For the mice euthanized
72 h after BrdU treatment, all BrdU cells were counted and
examined for colocalization with NeuN fluorescence. Cell
counting was performed on an Olympus BX61 by an
investigator blind to experimental conditions.

Determination of Serum Levels of Fluoxetine and
Norfluoxetine

Serum levels of fluoxetine and norfluoxetine were quanti-
tated by LC-MS/MS using a standard curve between 20 and
10 000 ng/ml. A total of 10 ml serum was treated with 150 ml
acetonitrile containing 5 mg/ml of each internal standard,
fluoxetine-D6 and norfluoxetine-D6, and samples were
filtered through a 0.45 mm filter plate. Fifty microliters of
the filtrate was diluted in 0.1% formic acid and analyzed on
a Sciex 4000 LC-MS/MS (Sciex Inc., Concord, ON) equipped
with a Waters YMC Cyano HPLC column (2.0� 23mm)
(Milford, MA) using a mobile phase of water/acetonitrile/
formic acid (75 : 25 : 0.1). The peak areas of the m/z 310-44
fluoxetine and m/z 296-134 norfluoxetine ions were
measured against the peak areas of the m/z 316-44
fluoxetine-D6 and m/z 302-140 fluoxetine-D6 ions of the
internal standards. Quantitation was performed using
separate weighted linear least-squares regression analyses
generated from fortified plasma calibration samples.

Microarray

Individual bilateral hippocampi from DBA/2J mice receiv-
ing 0 or 18mg/kg/day of fluoxetine for 21 days were
homogenized in 500 ml TRIzol using a QIAgen TissueLyser
(15min at 30Hz, QIAgen, Valencia, CA). RNA was extracted
by phenol–chloroform phase separation and further pro-
cessed using the RNAeasy miniprep kit (QIAgen). For each
treatment group of 12 animals, separate RNA pools were
made using hippocampal RNA from six mice per pool.
These biological replicates were processed separately
through the entirety of the microarray procedure. One
microgram of total RNA from each pool was used as a
template to synthesize complementary DNA (cDNA) and
biotinylated cRNA (Enzo kit, Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA)
using standard Affymetrix protocols. cRNA was hybridized
to Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 arrays. Data
were analyzed using ArrayAssist software (Stratagene, La
Jolla, CA) and normalized with the GCRMA algorithm. A
probeset had to obtain a minimal intensity value of 100 to
be considered as detecting expression above background.
Therefore, any probeset that failed to meet this cutoff was
removed from the analysis. Ratios of intensity differences
were generated and genes showing at least a twofold
difference between experimental conditions were identified
for further analysis. Data from the microarrays can be
retrieved from the Gene Expression Omnibus (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession #GSE6476.

Real-Time PCR

Male A/J and DBA/2J mice were provided with untreated
(six mice per strain) or fluoxetine-treated (six mice per
strain, 18mg/kg/day) drinking water for 3 weeks. At the end
of the treatment period, bilateral hippocampi were removed
and RNA was extracted as described above. RNA samples
were pooled, reverse-transcribed using the Superscript III
kit (Invitrogen), and used for real-time PCR gene expres-
sion analysis of 15 genes identified as significantly
upregulated in fluoxetine-treated DBA/2J hippocampus by
microarray analysis. Real-time PCR (reverse transcription
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(RT)-PCR) was performed on 100 ng of cDNA using SYBR
Green iMix (Biorad, Hercules, CA) and primers designed
over exon–intron boundaries (IDT, Coralville, IA). The
reactions were assayed on an ABI 7900 HT Real-Time PCR
system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Samples were
run in triplicate with a Gapdh control (QIAgen) on each
plate and the results were analyzed with the comparative CT

method using SDS software v2.2.2 (Applied Biosystems).

Statistical Analysis

Tail suspension and serum fluoxetine data from the dose–
response study were analyzed by two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) (dose, duration) and Student’s t-test
(post hoc analysis) using the JMP statistical software
package (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The effect of strain on
TST immobility and BrdU labeling in control mice was
analyzed by one-way ANOVA in JMP, and the within-strain
effect of fluoxetine on tail suspension behavior and
hippocampal cell proliferation was analyzed by t-test
(two-tailed unequal variance) in Excel (Microsoft, Red-
mond, WA). The effect of fluoxetine on hippocampal gene
expression was analyzed by calculating fold change in Excel,
and significantly enriched Gene ontology (GO) categories
were identified using L2L software (Newman and Weiner,
2005).

RESULTS

Dose Response

To determine the most appropriate dose of fluoxetine, a
commonly used SSRI, for chronic oral treatment, we
performed a fluoxetine dose–response test using DBA/2J
mice, a strain that is behaviorally responsive to fluoxetine
(Lucki et al, 2001). Mice were treated for 1 (acute), 6
(subchronic), or 21 days (chronic) with 0, 5, 10, 14, or
18mg/kg fluoxetine provided ad libitum in the drinking
water. At the end of the treatment period, the effect of
fluoxetine dose and duration were evaluated in the TST.
This test measures the duration that a rodent will persist in
escape-oriented behavior when faced with an inescapable
stress. The TST has been shown to predict the efficacy of
known antidepressants, and is commonly employed in
detecting new antidepressants that have a novel mechanism
of action (Steru et al, 1985; Chaki et al, 2004). In the
majority of cases, antidepressants increase the duration an
animal will struggle and reduce the time spent immobile
when suspended in the TST, a state best described as
behavioral despair (Cryan et al, 2005).
There were significant main effects of both drug dose and

treatment duration (both po0.001), and a significant
dose� duration interaction (p¼ 0.001, Figure 1). Post hoc
analysis showed that after 1 day of treatment, none of the
doses had any significant effect on the percent of time mice
spent immobile in the TST. After 6 days of treatment, both
the 14 and the 18mg/kg doses produced a significant
reduction in immobility: mice in these groups averaged 5%
immobility, compared to 14% immobility in the control
group. After 21 days of treatment, the 18mg/kg dose
reduced immobility to the same statistical extent as the
6-day, 14- and 18mg/kg treatments. While the 14mg/kg

dose also significantly reduced immobility, its effect was
significantly different (po0.05) from the 21-day, 18mg/kg
and 6-day, 14- and 18mg/kg doses.
The lack of a behavioral effect of 1 day of oral fluoxetine

treatment in the present study is in contrast to the majority
of studies involving antidepressant treatment, most likely
because investigators have traditionally measured behavior
30min after an i.p. injection of antidepressants (Porsolt
et al, 1977; Lucki et al, 2001; Cryan et al, 2005). However,
these results are in agreement with data from other labs that
have delivered fluoxetine orally. Dulawa et al (2004) found
that 4-day fluoxetine treatment had no effect on either the
open field test, a measure of general activity and anxiety-
like behavior, or the forced swim test (FST), another
measure of behavioral despair. Similarly, Caldarone et al
(2003) found that 21 days of treatment with the tricyclic
antidepressant amitriptylene reduced FST immobility to a
greater extent than 4 days of treatment. Since chronic
antidepressant treatment is required for clinical efficacy in
humans, these results suggest that, in mice, oral dosing of
antidepressants more closely resembles human treatment
paradigms than the acute injection model. Furthermore,
oral dosing avoids the inevitable handling stress and pain of
daily injections that would likely impact both the behavioral
and neurological phenotypes.
Serum was collected from 12 mice per dose/duration

group to measure serum fluoxetine levels. There were
significant dose, duration, and dose� duration effects (all
po0.001, Table 1). Post hoc analysis showed that 1 day of
treatment resulted in low, but dose-dependent, serum
fluoxetine levels; by 6 days of treatment, average serum
fluoxetine levels were near those observed after 21 days of
treatment. Because there was large within-group variability
in serum fluoxetine levels, we used Pearson’s r-test to
determine whether there was an association between
individual serum fluoxetine and TST performance. No
association was found (r¼ 0.18). This is consistent with
human studies, which have found no significant correlation
between serum fluoxetine or norfluoxetine levels and
antidepressant efficacy (Beasley et al, 1990; Koran et al,
1996; Amsterdam et al, 1997).

Strain-Dependent Effects of Chronic Fluoxetine
Treatment on Behavior

To determine whether there was a genetic component to
baseline TST immobility and the behavioral response to

Figure 1 Tail suspension immobility (percent time spent immobile) for
DBA/2J mice treated with 0, 5, 10, 14, or 18mg/kg/day fluoxetine for 1, 6, or
21 days. Significantly different (po0.05) outlier groups identified by post hoc
analysis are indicated with a unique symbol for each distinct group (# and *).
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chronic antidepressant treatment, mice from four inbred
strainsF129S1/SvImJ, A/J, DBA/2J, and SWR/JFwere
treated chronically with 0 or 18mg/kg fluoxetine and then
tested in the TST (Figure 2a). In the control mice, we
observed strain differences (po0.01) in the percent of time
spent immobile: DBA/2J mice were immobile for approxi-
mately 17% of the test (n¼ 4), SWR/J for 21% (n¼ 6), 129S1
for 30% (n¼ 12), and A/J for 43% (n¼ 5). Analysis of the
within-strain effect of fluoxetine on TST immobility showed
that, in DBA/2J (n¼ 5) and 129S1/SvImJ mice (n¼ 12),
chronic fluoxetine significantly reduced the TST immobility
(pp0.01). In A/J mice (n¼ 5), chronic fluoxetine had
no effect on immobility, while in SWR/J mice (n¼ 6),
fluoxetine treatment significantly increased the immobility
(p¼ 0.01).

Association between Antidepressant Efficacy and
Hippocampal Cell Proliferation

Control and fluoxetine-treated mice were euthanized 24 h
after a single BrdU injection. The rate of cell proliferation in
control and fluoxetine-treated mice was determined by
counting BrdU-positive cells throughout the DG (Kemper-
mann et al, 1997). Labeled cells were primarily restricted to

the SGZ, although labeled cells were occasionally observed
in the hilar region. Consistent with the estimated adult
neuronal cell cycle period of 24–25 h (Cameron and McKay,
2001), labeled cells were often observed in groups of 2 or 4,
indicating that the cells labeled at the time of the BrdU
injection had had an opportunity to divide once since the
initial labeling period. BrdU-positive cells were not
observed in either the cortex or the midbrain.
There was a significant effect of strain (po0.001) on basal

cell proliferation as measured by the average number of
BrdU-labeled cells per section: 129S1 mice had the fewest
labeled cells, DBA/2J and SWR/J mice exhibited intermedi-
ate cell proliferation, and A/J mice exhibited the highest rate
of cell proliferation (Figure 2b). The difference between
DBA/2J and A/J is similar to that observed in previous
studies, which have shown that A/J mice exhibit a higher
rate of hippocampal cell proliferation than DBA/2J mice
(Kempermann et al, 2006). In two strains, DBA/2J and
129S1, chronic fluoxetine treatment increased the number
of BrdU-positive cells (p¼ 0.016 and 0.02, respectively).
Significantly, both of these strains also exhibited a positive
behavioral response to chronic fluoxetine treatment. In
contrast, fluoxetine treatment had no effect on the number
of labeled cells in the A/J and SWR/J strains, both of which
did not show a decrease in TST immobility following
fluoxetine treatment (Figure 3).

Figure 2 DBA/2J, 129S1, A/J, and SWR/J mice were treated with 0 or
18mg/kg/day fluoxetine for 21 days. Tail suspension immobility (a) and
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling in the hippocampus (b) were
measured at the end of the treatment period. *po0.05, **pp0.01.

Table 1 Serum Fluoxetine and Norfluoxetine (ng/ml) Values in DBA/2J Mice (7SD)

Serum fluoxetine Serum norfluoxetine

Dose 21 days 6 days 1 day 21 days 6 days 1 day

18mg/kg 831 (7163)a 788 (7163)a 244 (7153)e 1122 (7131)b 1302 (7207)a 581 (7116)f

14mg/kg 665 (7153)b 508 (7101)c 131 (732)f 1140 (7202)b 997 (7124)c 443 (780)g

10mg/kg 337 (784)d 310 (7128)d,e 95 (736)f,g 848 (788)d 685 (7182)e 378 (770)g,h

5mg/kg 63 (716)f,g 55 (79)f,g 44 (77)g 281 (741)h,i 2297(33)i 2047(34)i

Serum values represented by different superscript letters are significantly different (po0.05) from each other.

Figure 3 BrdU labeling (arrows) in the dentate gyrus of the
hippocampus in control (a, b) and fluoxetine-treated (c, d) SWR/J and
129S1 mice. Chronic fluoxetine treatment significantly increased BrdU
labeling in the hippocampus of 129S1 mice, but had no effect on BrdU
labeling in SWR/J mice. Mol¼molecular layer, gcl¼ granule cell layer, � 20.
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To confirm that BrdU labeling is a proxy for neurogen-
esis, DBA/2J mice were treated with fluoxetine for 3 weeks
and euthanized 72 h after BrdU treatment. This time period
is associated with a high level of neuronal differentiation
and represents the peak time for colocalization of the
mature neuronal marker NeuN with BrdU-labeled cells
(Kempermann et al, 2004; Steiner et al, 2004). A total of
2276 BrdU-positive neurons were counted from the DG of
10 mice; of these, 1374 (58%) were also positive for NeuN
(Figure 4). These results are consistent with previous
reports of the percent of BrdU-labeled cells that ultimately
mature into neurons (Minturn et al, 1995; Cameron and
McKay, 2001; Mignone et al, 2004).

Effect of Chronic Fluoxetine Treatment on Hippocampal
Gene Expression

To produce a more complete picture of the molecular
changes that occur in the hippocampus following chronic
antidepressant treatment, we used a whole-genome micro-
array to evaluate gene expression in hippocampi from DBA/
2J mice, the strain that showed the strongest antidepressant-
induced change in both behavior and hippocampal cell
proliferation. Two biological replicates per treatment group
(0 or 18mg/kg fluoxetine) were hybridized to Affymetrix
Mouse Genome 430 2.0 microarrays. Following normal-
ization with the GCRMA algorithm, the biological replicates
were averaged and fold change was determined for each
gene by dividing the intensity of expression in the
fluoxetine group by the intensity of expression in the
control group. Genes with a fold change 42.0 or o0.5 were
considered significantly up- or downregulated. In total, 83
unique genes were upregulated and 17 genes were down-
regulated by chronic fluoxetine treatment (Table 2, Supple-

mentary Table S1). Most highly upregulated were
Preproenkephalin 1, a possible quantitative trait gene
for bipolar disorder (Ogden et al, 2004), and Galanin,

Figure 4 Brains from bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU)-treated DBA/2J mice were stained for BrdU (green, a, d) and the mature neuronal marker NeuN
(red, b, e). Examples of a BrdU-positive/NeuN-negative cell (c) and a BrdU-positive/NeuN-positive cell (f) are shown. All photomicrographs were taken
using a 60� objective.

Table 2 Microarray and RT–PCR Analysis of Hippocampal Tissue
Showed that a Number of Genes Associated with Neuronal
Proliferation and Survival/Differentiation were Significantly
Upregulated

Fold change

Symbol Gene name Chip RT-PCR

Genes that stimulate neuronal precursor proliferation

Npy Neuropeptide Y m 4.7 m 4.3

Edg3 Sphingolipid G-protein-coupled receptor 3 m 4.1 m 19.5

Lgals1 Galectin 1 m 3.4 m 1.1

Pdef Pigment epithelium-derived factor m 2.7 m 3.1

Genes that promote neuronal survival/differentiation

Nptx2 Neuronal pentraxin 2 m 6.7 m 20.9

Bdnf Brain-derived neurotrophic factor m 5.0 m 3.8

Acvr1c Activin A receptor, type 1C m 2.8 m 2.2

c-Ret Ret proto-oncogene m 2.7 m 4.3

Other

Penk1 Preproenkephalin m 13.3 m 39.7

Gal Galanin m 13.2 m 52.2

Inhba Inhibin beta-A m 7.4 m 55.0

Gfap Glial fibrillary acidic protein m 6.9 m 18.9

Drd1a Dopamine receptor D1a m 3.3 m 3.4

Fos FBJ osteosarcoma oncogene m 3.1 m 20.4

Pcdh8 Protocadherin 8 m 2.8 m 9.2
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antagonists of which prevent the behavioral effect of
fluoxetine in the TST and the FST (Holmes et al, 2005;
Swanson et al, 2005).
To validate the microarray results as well as determine

whether the transcriptional changes observed were specific
to a fluoxetine-responsive strain, we quantitated the
expression of a subset of genes identified by microarray
in independent hippocampal tissue samples from DBA/2J
and A/J mice, a nonresponder strain, by RT-PCR. Of the 15
genes analyzed by RT-PCR, all but one (Lgals1) were
significantly upregulated in fluoxetine-treated DBA/2J mice
compared to control DBA/2J mice. In contrast, none of the
15 genes were affected by fluoxetine treatment in A/J mice
(Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

Recent studies have shown that inbred mouse strains vary
in the rate of adult neuronal proliferation and survival, and
in the behavioral response to antidepressant treatment
(Lucki et al, 2001; Kempermann et al, 2006). Given the
strain-dependent variability in both antidepressant re-
sponse and neurogenesis, we hypothesized that there might
be a genetic component to the effect of fluoxetine on
neuronal proliferation. Furthermore, a correlation between
the strain-dependent effect of fluoxetine on neurogenesis
and the strain-dependent behavioral efficacy of fluoxetine
would provide strong evidence in support of the theory that
antidepressant-induced neurogenesis plays a role in the
behavioral response to antidepressants. We tested this
hypothesis using four inbred strains of mice treated
chronically with fluoxetine. Significantly, the two strains,

129S1/SvImJ and DBA/2J, that exhibited a positive beha-
vioral response to fluoxetine treatment were the same
strains that responded to fluoxetine treatment with an
increase in hippocampal cell proliferation. Double-labeling
studies showed that almost 60% of BrdU-labeled cells
expressed the mature neuronal marker NeuN 3 days after
labeling, indicating that the majority of the new cells were
destined to become neurons. These results suggest that the
strain-dependent effect of fluoxetine treatment on the rate
of hippocampal cell proliferation is associated with the
behavioral response to fluoxetine.
A number of researchers have proposed a causative link

between neurogenesis and antidepressant efficacy, but
only a limited number of studies have demonstrated
an association between antidepressant-induced increase
in neurogenesis and a behavioral effect. Most notably,
Santarelli et al (2003) showed that inhibiting hippocampal
proliferation by targeted X-ray irradiation of hippocampal
precursor cells prevented the behavioral effects of fluoxetine
on two behavioral measures of antidepressant efficacy.
While control experiments suggested that irradiation did
not disrupt hippocampal function beyond limiting prolif-
eration, the possibility remains that unknown molecular
factors important to antidepressant efficacy and/or hippo-
campal function were affected by the procedure. X-ray
irradiation of the hippocampus has been shown to cause
cognitive deficits in mice (Rola et al, 2004), and may
increase apoptosis, produce changes in genes associated
with DNA damage and stress response, alter the morpho-
logy or functionality of mature neurons, and alter blood flow
to irradiated regions (Gobbel et al, 1998; Shirai et al, 2006).
Therefore, there remains a need for less invasive methods to
test the link between neurogenesis and antidepressant
efficacy. In the present study, a genetic model was utilized
for the investigation of the role of increased hippocampal
cell proliferation in antidepressant efficacy. The availability
of a large number of inbred strains will allow for the
replication of our finding on a more comprehensive scale.
The inbred strain model may also be expanded upon to

dissect the effect of antidepressants on additional aspects of
neurogenesis (Kempermann et al, 2006). Although the
present study addressed only neuronal proliferation, there
is evidence that antidepressant treatment has an effect on
other phases of neurogenesis as well. Imipramine and
fluoxetine have been shown to increase both neuronal
proliferation and survival in the adult hippocampus via
activation of trkB/BDNF signaling: mice deficient in BDNF
do not show enhanced neuronal survival after antidepres-
sant treatment (Sairanen et al, 2005). Fluoxetine also
promotes plasticity in the hippocampus by increasing
pyramidal neuron dendritic spine density (Hajszan et al,
2005), which may provide a general enhancement of the
synaptic input that new neurons require for survival and
network integration (Kee et al, 2007; Toni et al, 2007).
In the present study, A/J mice exhibited higher baseline

new neuron formation than DBA/2J mice, a finding in
agreement with previous reports (Kempermann and Gage,
2002; Kempermann et al, 2006). Although it is possible that
A/J mice failed to show an increase in hippocampal cell
proliferation in response to fluoxetine because of a ceiling
effect (eg baseline proliferation is already at maximum), this
is an unlikely interpretation: C57BL/6J (B6) mice have been

Figure 5 RT-PCR analysis of control and fluoxetine-treated DBA/2J
hippocampus confirmed microarray results. Of the 14 genes shown to be
upregulated in fluoxetine-treated DBA/2J hippocampus compared to
control hippocampus, none were upregulated in fluoxetine-treated A/J
hippocampus relative to control. *pp0.01.
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shown to have a higher rate of hippocampal cell prolifera-
tion than A/J mice, but, unlike A/J, B6 mice are behaviorally
responsive to the antidepressant effects of fluoxetine
treatment (Kempermann et al, 1997, 2006; Bai et al, 2001;
Hayes and Nowakowski, 2002). It is important to note,
however, that our data suggest that the rate of baseline
hippocampal cell proliferation is not correlated with base-
line TST immobility: rather, the correlation between cell
proliferation and TST activity is specific to the effect of
fluoxetine.
With regard to behavioral performance, we observed a

statistically significant strain effect on immobility in the
TST, with DBA and SWR mice representing low baseline
immobility and A/J and 129S1 mice representing high
baseline immobility. However, there was no apparent
association between baseline immobility and the behavioral
response to antidepressants, as one strain from each group
(low vs high immobility) exhibited a behavioral response to
fluoxetine. Despite concerns that the effect of environment
may outweigh the genetic effects in the measurement and
interpretation of behavioral phenotypes like those pre-
sented here (Crabbe et al, 1999; Wahlsten et al, 2003), our
results regarding the effect of strain and fluoxetine
treatment on TST performance are consistent with those
from other groups. Both Crowley (Crowley et al, 2005) and
Trullas (Trullas et al, 1989) ranked A/J mice as high
immobility compared to DBA/2J mice, as did Liu (Liu and
Gershenfeld, 2003), although the latter group observed only
minimal differences between strains. Similarly, both Crow-
ley and Liu observed a significant effect of antidepressant
(imipramine and citalopram, respectively) treatment on DBA/
2J, but not A/J or SWR/J, as measured by TST performance
(Liu and Gershenfeld, 2001). The observed increase in SWR/J
immobility following fluoxetine treatment in the present
study is surprising but not completely unprecedented: Liu
and Gershenfeld (2003) and Cryan et al (2005) found that
AKR mice exhibit a similar increase in immobility following
imipramine treatment. In all cases, the raw values for the
various phenotypes differ among labs, a phenomenon most
likely due to a combination of factors, including the method
of measurement (manual vs automated), handling, housing,
and the type and duration of drug treatment (Crabbe et al,
1999). However, the preservation of the relative order of the
inbred strains for these quantitative values indicates an
overriding genetic control that can reliably be used to further
dissect this biology.
The variation in the manner in which different mouse

strains respond to fluoxetine resembles the variation in
human responses to antidepressant treatment: complete
remission of depression occurs in only 50–60% of patients,
and the clinical efficacy of any given antidepressant varies
greatly among individuals (Rush et al, 2006). Polymorph-
isms in several genes involved in monoaminergic signaling
have been linked to antidepressant efficacy, but it is likely
that that many other genes underlie individual differences
in antidepressant response (Serretti et al, 2005; Binder and
Holsboer, 2006). Inbred mouse strain genomics provides an
alternate means to identify these genes. A form of haplotype
association mapping (Pletcher et al, 2004) has recently been
used to identify genes responsible for variation in complex
biologies such as drug metabolism (Guo et al, 2006),
tumor susceptibility (Liu et al, 2006), and liver fibrosis

(Hillebrandt et al, 2005). The strain-dependent differences
in baseline TST immobility and the behavioral response to
antidepressants suggest that, provided a larger strain set,
these traits will also be amenable to dissection by haplotype
mapping. By examining genetic and genomic differences
between responder and nonresponder strains, we may be
able to identify new antidepressant targets.
As an initial step in identifying genes involved in the

response to chronic fluoxetine treatment, we analyzed
expression of B39 000 transcripts in hippocampi from
control and fluoxetine-treated DBA/2J mice. We identified
83 unique genes upregulated and 17 genes downregulated in
the brains of fluoxetine-treated mice. A number of these
genes, including Bdnf, Npy, Egr3, and Cox2, have also been
shown to be induced by electroconvulsive seizures, another
type of antidepressant treatment (Newton et al, 2003). It is
likely that the upregulated genes are associated specifically
with the behavioral and/or neuronal response to treatment,
as none of 15 genes measured were affected by fluoxetine
treatment in A/J mice, a strain that does not show a
behavioral or neuronal response to fluoxetine. Therefore,
these genes represent potentially novel therapeutic targets
for antidepressant treatments.
Biological relevance of the microarray data was assessed

using L2L software, which takes into account the total
number of probes targeting individual GO categories and
compares the number of matches expected by chance for
each GO category to the actual number of matches (Table 3)
(Newman and Weiner, 2005). Not surprisingly, a significant
majority of upregulated genes were associated with
neurogenesis and/or synaptogenesis: these include factors
known to promote the proliferation of neuronal progenitor
cells (Npy, Edg3, Lgals1, Serpinf1/Pedf, Hspb1), growth
factor-associated genes involved in survival and differentia-
tion of adult neuronal cells (Bdnf, Inhba, Acvr1c, c-Ret),
and downstream immediate early genes (IEGs) and trans-
cription factors (c-fos, Sox11, Egr3, S100a6). Among the
downregulated genes were Calb1, a marker of mature
granule neurons, Prdm5, which has growth-suppressive

Table 3 Gene Ontology Analysis with L2L Software was Used to
Identify Biological Pathways Significantly Over-Represented in the
Microarray Data (all po0.0001)

Gene ontology cluster
Expected
matches

Actual
matches

Fold
enrichment

Positive regulation of
neurogenesis

0.13 2 15.7

Neuropeptide signaling pathway 0.45 6 13.4

Negative regulation of signal
transduction

0.56 6 10.8

Regulation of protein kinase
activity

1.1 7 6.6

GPCR signaling pathway 3.54 18 5.1

Cell–cell signaling 3.79 15 4.0

Cell motility 2.1 8 3.7

Nervous system development 4.26 15 3.5

Programmed cell death 4.5 13 2.9

Development 14.6 31 2.1
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effects, and desmoplakin, which promotes cell adhesion
and is, therefore, likely to reduce proliferation. Although
published reports of global transcriptome and proteome
analysis following chronic antidepressant treatment are
limited, several other groups have also observed an
upregulation of neurogenic factors following treatment with
a wide variety of antidepressants including fluoxetine
and venlafaxine (Khawaja et al, 2004) and amitriptyline,
moclobemide, and clorgyline (Drigues et al, 2003).
The present microarray results support the hypothesis

that BDNF and other growth factors play an important role
in antidepressant activity. Bdnf, which is fivefold upregu-
lated in the hippocampii of fluoxetine-treated mice
compared to controls, is a downstream target of the CREB
pathway, which is activated by 5HT1A signaling (Nibuya
et al, 1996; Dowlatshahi et al, 1998; Santarelli et al, 2003).
CREB has been shown to be responsible for upregulating
Bdnf expression following chronic antidepressant treatment
(Conti et al, 2002); BDNF signaling via the trkB receptor
mediates the effect of chronic antidepressant treatment on
neuronal survival in the hippocampus and on performance
in a behavioral despair task (Saarelainen et al, 2003;
Sairanen et al, 2005). When administered centrally, BDNF
has been shown to have antidepressant-like effects on
behavioral tasks (Hoshaw et al, 2005).
The upregulation of Bdnf, along with genes essential for

FGF and GDNF signaling, by fluoxetine treatment
suggests that the effect of antidepressants on neurogen-
esis is mediated by serotonergic regulation of intracel-
lular signaling mechanisms that upregulate transcription
and growth factors involved in neuronal proliferation
(Gould, 1999). Growth factors act via MAPK signaling to
induce the transcription of IEGs and transcription factors
that promote the proliferation of neuronal progenitor
cells and the survival and differentiation of newly born
neurons. A recent study has identified a specific class of
neuronal precursor cells, amplifying neural progenitors
that appear to be sensitive to chronic fluoxetine treatment
(Encinas et al, 2006); it is possible that the strain-
dependent effect of fluoxetine on neurogenesis is due to
genetic polymorphisms associated with this type of cell.
Our findings indicate that both the behavioral and

neuronal responses to fluoxetine are under genetic control,
and support the hypothesis that increased hippocampal cell
proliferation plays a role in the behavioral response to
fluoxetine. Future work will seek to expand the range of
antidepressants used and explore the effects of these drugs
on other aspects of neurogenesis, including neuronal
survival and pruning, to better understand the genetic
factors that contribute to individual differences in anti-
depressant response. This work also provides new mouse
models for the further dissection of antidepressant efficacy
and mechanism. Evaluating the effects of chronic anti-
depressant treatment in a larger number of inbred mouse
strains may provide a way to identify novel genes that
regulate antidepressant efficacy.
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